BETTER THAN EMAIL. MORE THAN MESSAGING.

COLLABORATE IN A

CANVAS
Manage discussions with
various groups, based on
different activities,
events or subjects.
Whether you’re just looking for a place
to share photos with friends, a team
leader looking for a platform to plan
activities with your team, or a work
group in need of an easy and effective
messaging app, GeckoLife’s approach
of co-creating canvases naturally
fosters greater participation and
collaboration between members.

A canvas is a space
dedicated to a
specific topic, activity
or event. Within a
canvas you can post
notes, share images,
videos and upload
files or documents.

PLAN, SHARE &

STORE

PRIVATE
Visible only to those
people that you invite
and useful if you wish
to collaborate
privately.

PLAN
Conversations, documents, images and
ideas remain archived within your
canvases. Control who can view, share and
upload content into your canvas.

PROTECTED
Searchable by
all users but access into
the canvas is by adminapproval only.

SHARE
Share content from your canvases with
another Gecko user using Messages. And if
they're not yet Gecko users you can still
share content with them, via email.

PUBLIC
Open and
searchable
to all Gecko users.

STORE
We will store the media in your
canvas as an album, so that it can be
revisited and re-shared in the future

CHAT USING

MESSAGES
Send direct messages to
individuals or create chat groups
to communicate as a team.
On GeckoLife you can message 1-on-1 with
your connections or you can create a
messaging group to chat as a team.
We know that in messaging (especially group
chats), its often easy for questions and replies to
get muddled up in the stream of text. So, to
eliminate any confusion, we've made it easy for
users to reply directly onto a message,

GROUPS
We also allow users to organize
their contacts into Groups,
making it easier to send out an
invite or a message to a fixed set
of users. These groups are like
contact lists, and visible only to
you.
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